Urban Home Now Offering Free Shipping When You Spend $50
on Shopping Luxury Homeware
Urban Home is a place where one can find excellent furniture for the bedroom, living
room, dining room, office and other related accessories for the decor.
August 22, 2018 (FPRC) -- Urban Home is a place where one can find excellent furniture for the
bedroom, living room, dining room, office and other related accessories for the decor. People can
visit their many stores located in Los Angeles and for the convenience of their customers, the
locations are also mentioned on their website too. Now, in order to provide value-added service to
their customers, Urban Home is offering free shipping services while spending $50 on shopping
luxury homeware items.
At Urban Home, they are devoted to bringing an excellent shopping experience of luxury home
decor. They focused on providing distinctive and unique products that can reflect their customers’
refined taste and amazing sense of style. All of the items designed by the professional designers.
So, it does not matter if their customers are working with the interior designer or not. They have
easy access to the superb and luxurious available homeware. These items have the capability to
develop dramatic spaces that one will love and enjoy. The company is specialised in designer
homeware and luxury homeware. They will cater you in the best possible way. The company has
developed a range of designs so that their valuable customers can get inspired and can shop by
their innovative and genuine aesthetic.
In addition, they provide outdoor furniture along with other related accessories too. Some of their
luxury homeware are made to order thus need a long lead-time for delivery. Their customers will find
it worth waiting for once they get their required item. And the Urban Home to show their gratitude,
they are offering free shipping services while spending $50 on shopping luxury homeware items.
The aim of the organisation is to become a preferred one for their valuable customer whether
existing or potential. The aim of the company is to maintain their relationships and connection with
their existing and potential buyers so that they can have easy access to the most demanded luxury
homeware and designer homeware at a special cost.
Furthermore, the value of the company is to be respectful to their communities, colleagues and
customers. Another value is to be relevant they focused to keep informed, ready to change and to
learn. They create a lively and energetic environment in their stores which helps their customers to
make decisions easily. They prefer to be unique and open to any creativity. They are stylish in the
selection of their demeanour, designs and appearances. They maintain professionalism in the
services they provide. Urban Home guides their customers professionally and they remain honest
and authentic regarding the products and services they provide. They are constantly raising the bar
through providing excellent and outstanding luxury homeware and designer homeware items.
Finally, a visit to one of their stores evokes the customers’ delight sense. The employees at the
stores help to make their customers be confident and excited enough regarding the products they
will buy from them. Most significantly, Urban Home wants their customers to take the right decisions
on the basis of their authentic information. For the benefit of their customers, they are providing
value-added service which is Urban Home is offering free shipping services while spending $50 on
shopping luxury homeware items.
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Contact Information
For more information contact Adamhayat of Urban Home (http://https://urbanhome.co.nz/)
+64 21 264 5698
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